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Tuberculosis is discussed in general. Then pulmonary tuberculosis is studied in detail,
with exception, of course, of the more detailed medical examination, which would be of no
service to those for whom the book is written.
Recent advances in treatment are included, and comprise collapse therapy and all its
difficulties, as well as the more general treatment of the sanatorium.
Chapters on tuberculosis in children, tuberculosis of bones and joints, and a general admini-
strative chapter, to mention only a few, complete an excellent volume.
This work can be recommended with confidence to any nurse or public healtlh worker.
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Of the various murders characterized by mutilation and dismemberment of the body, the
Ruxton case is outstanding. The fact that the mutilated parts of the two bodies were found
intermingled, the extent of the dismembennent, and the careful removal by the accused of all
those areas which might serve for identification, rendered the medico-legal study of this crime
more than usually difficult. That the problem was eventually solved reflects great credit on the
authors of this book, and shows to advantage the result of successful team-work between
medical jurist, pathologist, anatomist, radiographer, photographer, and various other
specialists.
In this book the story of the nmurder, of the finding of the bodies, and the ensuing scientific
and police investigations, and the medical evidence at the trial, is carefully unfolded. The
reader is immediately impressed by the extreme care which these investigators hlave taken in
the collection and evaluation of the evidence. Their attention to detail, the constant check
upon their interpretation by collateral laboratory investigation, their evident intention never
to be unfair, all justify the compliment paid to them by the presiding judge that "in his
experience, never had he seen expert-witnesses more careful and more eager not to strain a
point against an accused person."
In few, if in any, trials has the anatomist played so large a part, and Professor Brashl is to
be congratulated not only upon his successful reconstruction of the bodies, but also upoii his
studies concerniing the problems of identification.
Throughout the book the findings are carefully described, and, still more importanit, the
methods whereby these results were obtained are recorded. This record will be of lenelit in
any future similar investigation.
The illustrations are numerous and well reproduced, anld the productioin is of the usual
high standard of the publishers.
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